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ABOUT THE ARTIST

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION

‘My work is about working out how to live in

‘Quilty’ is the first major survey of the artist’s work in

this world, it’s about compassion and empathy

more than a decade. Through the conventional genres of

but also anger and resistance.’ 1 — Ben Quilty

landscape, still life and portraiture, Quilty plays with a range
of competing ideas and tensions, which reveal something

Ben Quilty is one of Australia’s most acclaimed

of the meaning of the works. These include:

contemporary artists. He is best known for his rich impasto
paintings that explore the powerful relationship between

FIGURATIVE

personal experience and public narrative. His subjects are
bold and confronting yet highly considered, often questioning

CREATION

his own identity, reflecting on the artist’s role as witness and
art’s power to make sense of the world.

PAST

Instead of simply focusing on his heavy
application of paint and rapidity of execution,
one becomes conscious of the intelligence that
underpins the action. Quilty may slap on paint
like a berserk warrior, but he plans his themes
and motifs in the manner of a general mapping
out a campaign.2
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ABOUT THIS RESOURCE

DIRECTION
FOR VIEWING

This resource focuses on Quilty’s visual language and
explores:

‘I enjoy the theatrics of forcing the viewer to
move back from the enticing surface to see the
more figurative imagery hidden in the paint.’ 3
— Ben Quilty

Quilty’s preference for impasto painting stems from his

•

the language of landscape

•

the language of objects

•

the language of portraiture.

It will guide you through understanding Quilty’s visual

simple love of paint and the fact that impasto is the quickest

language through both the cultural and the formal contexts.

way to achieve dense colour on the canvas. The result is a
beautiful, luscious, three-dimensional surface, yet the size
of his canvases forces the viewer to step back to bring the
image into focus.

GENRE

When viewing the ‘Quilty’ exhibition, consider the push
and pull of Quilty’s work and the physical act of painting.
Investigate the surface of each painting. Look for evidence
of the tools Quilty used to make each mark, such as brushes,

FORMAL
CONTEXT

palette knives and trowels, and think about gesture and
expression. Slowly move away from the work until you reach
a point where you can view the entire painting.

CULTURAL
CONTEXT

BEFORE YOUR VISIT
Language of landscape
One of Quilty’s trademarks is his use
of the Rorschach technique to create
landscapes. Investigate Hermann
Rorschach’s inkblot test and its modern
usages. Without using an inkblot, develop
your own artwork that might function in a
way similar to the Rorschach test.

Language of objects
Research ideograms (symbols that represent ideas) and pictograms (pictures that
resemble what they signify) from prehistoric times through to modern usage, focusing
on their use in language and narrative. Collect ten examples of ideograms and
pictograms and reflect on the potential for images of tangible objects to represent
intangible ideas.

Language of portraiture
Research the Archibald Prize, particularly some of the controversial winners, such as
William Dobell’s 1943 portrait of Joshua Smith and Brett Whiteley’s Self portrait in the
studio 1976. Do you think portraiture should be about creating a true likeness of the
subject or about revealing their character and personality? Discuss your perspective
with your peers.
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AFTER YOUR VISIT
REFLECTION
‘Quilty’s iconography has gradually
synthesised to form a sustained inquiry
into the relationship between painting
and identity. In grappling with his artistic,
personal and national contexts, Quilty deploys
paint to negotiate identity against the grain.’4
—Jacqueline Miller

Reflect on the role of the artist. Which of the following do
you think Quilty most identifies with? What do you think the
role of the artist is?

•

Artist as witness/observer

•

Artist as translator

•

Artist as activist

Reflect on the role of the audience. How does Quilty use
theatrics to engage his audience? Do you think this is an

‘Too many artists deny the theatrics of having

effective means of enhancing communication? Discuss how

an audience stand in front of your work — it is

a work of art is read and interpreted by an audience.

very much about theatrics.’5 —Ben Quilty

Language of landscape
Experiment with the Rorschach technique using a
painting or a photograph of landscape that has been a
site of conflict. Throughout the process, consider ideas
of creation, destruction and re-creation.

Language of objects
Reflect on aspects of your own identity, which might include gender,
culture, history and place, and think of an object that could be a metaphor
for at least two of these. In creating a work that features this object, plan
how you might use materials, techniques or processes to enhance its
communicative power.

Language of portraiture
Draw inspiration from your favourite Quilty portrait and experiment with
a technique, process or style that you haven’t used before.
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Rorschach after von Guérard 2009 / Oil and synthetic polymer paint on linen /
12 panels, 230 x 804cm (overall) / Collection: TarraWarra Museum of Art, Healesville
Photograph: Jeremy Dillon

Published in association with ‘Quilty’, organised by the Art Gallery of South Australia
and held at GOMA, Brisbane, Australia, 29 June – 13 October 2019.

Mohammad Nazari 2016 / Oil on linen / 130 x 110cm / Gift of Paul Walker and Patricia
Mason in memory of Mohammad Nazari through the Art Gallery of South Australia
Contemporary Collectors 2018. Donated through the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program / Collection: Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide

© Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees, 2019
This work is copyright. Apart from any use as permitted under the Copyright Act 1968,
no part may be reproduced without prior written permission of the copyright owners.

Self-portrait, after Afghanistan 2012 / Oil on linen / 130 x 120cm / Private collection,
Sydney / Photograph: Mim Stirling

Requests and inquiries concerning reproduction and rights should be addressed to the
publisher. Copyright for texts in this publication is held by the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art.

The Blue Pill (explain the world) 2016 / Oil on linen / 183 x 173cm / Private collection
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Fairy Bower Rorschach 2012 / Oil on linen / 8 panels, 241 x 520cm (overall) / Purchased
with funds provided by the Patrick White Bequest Fund, 2012 / Collection: Art Gallery of
New South Wales, Sydney
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Self-portrait, the executioner 2015 / Oil on linen / 195 x 104.5cm / Gift of the
artist 2015. Donated through the Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
Collection: Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney / Photograph: Mim Stirling

The Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA) acknowledges the
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